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Saboom.com presents the new show "Rent a Girl" 

Right before Christmas "Saboom 

Girl". Besides pornstar David Perry young talents get the chance to show their talents.

Saboom Fans get a very special present just one week before 

Christmas "Saboom – interactive porn" presents a new show 

called "Rent a Girl". 

The plot of this interactive show follows the userfeedback 

and considers the costumer wishes for a selection of 

different types of women. In customary Saboom style the 

user decides which girl should satisfy him. In this show 

there are five different girls available: a housemaid, a nurse, 

a fetish girl, a romantic dinner and a girl with big boobs. The 

user decides according to his preferences and designs the 

plot because of his decisions. 

Saboom.com wants to score because of its Interactivity, creativity und variety and that means 

to give also porn-newcomers a chance. In "Rent a Girl" the newcomers Abelia, Krystal Love 

and Rye show off there talents in front of the camera. Combined with a professional actor like 

David Perry it´s a very hot mix.

Plot of "Rent a Girl": 

David receives a suprise package in this show. This little box which is delivered by mail 

contains a mysterious remote control. This remote is the immediate way to the world of 

Saboom. By pressing a button he can order five hot girls. 
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